NAVSUP Updates the Buy It Green Guide
Sustainable Purchasing Guide Gets a New Companion Publication,
the Contract It Green Guide
THE DEPARTMENT OF Defense
(DoD) Strategic Sustainability Performance Plan (SSPP) has set a goal that
95 percent of all procurements and
contracts incorporate sustainable products and services. To help meet that
goal, Naval Supply System Command,
Weapon Systems Support (NAVSUP
WSS) has released the second edition
of Buy It Green, a guide to sustainable
procurement, and its new companion
booklet, Contract It Green, to assist in
sustainable contracting.

variety of areas, including sustainable
acquisition and contracting. To
address the procurement aspect and
to consolidate the Executive Order’s
goals, the DoD’s SSPP was developed.
The SSPP acknowledges DoD’s
profound impact on everything from
energy and water consumption to the
use of hazardous materials, to the
amount of solid waste generated.
Specifically, this plan recognizes the
importance of procurement and
contract decisions.

2012. This year, a new edition of the
Buy It Green guide has been produced,
with updated product listings and
educational articles. The Buy It Green
guide is a compilation of products that
are classified as sustainable by the
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) and/or
the General Services Administration
(GSA). These products all possess
sustainable attributes such as biobased
ingredients, plastic-free packaging, low
Volatile Organic Compounds, or other
environmentally friendly factors.

The SSPP acknowledges DoD’s profound impact on everything
from energy and water consumption to the use of hazardous materials,
to the amount of solid waste generated.
What does sustainability really mean
to the DoD? Executive Order 13514,
“Federal Leadership in Environmental,
Energy and Economic Performance,”
states that to make an item or process
“sustainable” is “to create and maintain conditions, under which humans
and nature can exist in productive
harmony, that permit fulfilling the
social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans.” Executive Order
13514 issued specific goals in a

Sustainable procurement is nothing
new in the Navy. But the push for
sustainable procurement accelerated
with the issuance of the SSPP in 2010,
and its directive that 95 percent of all
procurements and contracts should
be conducted sustainably.

The Buy It Green Guide
To help meet this goal of 95 percent
sustainable procurement, NAVSUP WSS
developed the first Buy It Green guide in

To create the Buy It Green guide,
NAVSUP WSS compiled lists of the
Navy’s highest demand items from
both GSA and DLA. These were
diverse lists, with products ranging
from paper towels to air conditioners. Not everything on these lists
was sustainable. For products that
were not classified as sustainable by
GSA or DLA, environmentally
friendly substitutes were found.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 74.
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How to Use the Buy It Green Guide
IMAGINE YOU ARE searching for disposable forks. Open
the Buy It Green guide and look in the “Products for the
Galley” section.

In this instance, you’ll find multiple sustainable items to
choose from. Select the NSN for the disposable fork
that interests you.

You’ll note that this item has both GSA and DLA logos,
meaning it is available from both web sites. The Buy It
Green guide walks you through the process of
purchasing your item from either GSA Global, GSA
Advantage, or DoD EMALL.
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If you choose to shop on GSA Global, simply go to
www.gsaglobalsupply.gsa.gov and enter your User ID
and password if you have one. You can browse
without entering a User ID and password, but
you will need to log in to complete your order.

Enter the NSN for the product you have chosen
under “Search” in the upper left-hand corner.

The next screen will contain full ordering information
for this item.

The Buy It Green guide provides instructions on how
to shop for any green item on the GSA or DLA web
sites with or without entering a NSN. You will be able
to find the sustainable products you need whether
they are listed in the guide or not.
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Using the Contract It Green Guide
EARLY IN THE acquisition planning process, it’s important to
identify ways to integrate sustainability into your contracts.
This can be accomplished by incorporating the right Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) clauses and Statement of Work
(SOW) language.

The Contract It Green guide gets you started with a list
of typical questions to explore.
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For example, if you are writing a contract for
landscaping services, turn to the appropriate
section of Contract It Green to find a list of all
applicable FAR clauses and subparts. Also
included is sample SOW language for you to use.

The Contract It Green guide also contains summaries
of each FAR subpart and clause. An explanation of
52.223-1, Biobased Product Certification is found on
page 14.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 69.

These substitutes were similar to the original product but
possessed environmentally sustainable qualities without
varying greatly in price or availability, and with no difference in performance.
All of this information was consolidated into a master list.
The master list was divided into the following six categories:
1. Painting
2. Housing
3. Galley
4. Tools
5. Office Supplies
6. Cleaning Supplies
Approximately 50 of
the most popular
sustainable products
in each category
were chosen for
inclusion in the
NAVSUP’s web site.
guide. NAVSUP WSS
added a few wellchosen products to even out the category lists. For each
product in the guide, there is a brief description, price
(at the time of printing), and the National Stock Number
(NSN).
Additionally, the Buy It Green guide provides step-by-step
instructions on how to order products within the DoD
supply system via the following web sites:
1. GSA Global
2. GSA Advantage
3. DoD EMALL
This guide also includes an overview of GSA’s new interactive Sustainable Facilities Tool and a listing of sustainability training opportunities.

The Contract It Green Guide
To assure that the DoD is working toward the 95 percent
sustainability goal, compliance is checked in biannual
reviews of Navy and Marine Corps contracts. The SSPP
contains a metric that requires measuring the percentage
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of Navy contracts that contain sustainable FAR clauses and
SOW language. The metric defines sustainability as “products or services that are energy-efficient, water-efficient,
biobased, environmentally preferable, non-ozone depleting,
or contain recycled content or non-toxic/less toxic alternatives.” (The SSPP makes an exception for the acquisition of
weapon systems, their components and spare parts.)
To help implement these requirements, NAVSUP WSS
produced the Contract It Green
guide. This guide includes
information on integrating the
SSPP’s requirements to incorporate sustainability into Navy
contracts. the Contract It Green
guide lists all the FAR parts,
subparts and clauses that
pertain to integrating green
decision-making into the
acquisition lifecycle.
The Contract It Green guide
also includes a list of types of
contracts with green opportunities. There is sample SOW
language pertaining to many
different types of contracts.
In addition to this, Contract It Green contains links to
specific green programs, and an overview of GSA’s new
interactive Sustainable Facilities Tool.
A searchable pdf of the Buy It Green guide and Contract It
Green guide can be found on the Department of the Navy
Consolidated Card Program Management Division’s web site
at www.navsup.navy.mil/ccpmd/purchase_card/buy_green.
To obtain hardcopies of either the Buy It Green or Contract It
Green guides, contact Lorraine Wass at ljwass@surfbest.net.
For more information on NAVSUP’s pollution prevention
programs, contact John Bendick at the information
provided below. 
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